
THE PROFESSIONAL CLEANER FOR YOUR HOME: SEBO FELIX
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MADE IN GERMANY

https://sebo.com.au/vacuum-cleaners/felix-1-premium


SEBO PARQUET
SEBO have developed this tough & durable
parquet brush especially for hard flooring. 
The “flex” neck design provides superb
manoeuvrability. Natural bristles and soft
wheels make it ideal for any type of hard
flooring, delicate or otherwise. The brushes
float up & down to adjust to surface undulations 
for ultimate performance & the brush strips 
are removable for easy replacement.

Upholstery & Crevice Nozzle
Ideal for cleaning stairs, curtains,
car interiors or upholstery. 

24 reasons to buy a SEBO Vacuum...

WE SEBO

www.sebo.com.au

SEBO Australia Pty Limited

1. User friendly ergonomic handle reduces
wrist and arm fatigue.

2. Variable suction control at the flick of a
switch 0 -1300w of power.

3. Attach to flexible wand for upholstery cleaning.
4. Quick release adjustable wand height.
5. Colourful and stylish pattern makes a

fashion statement.
6. Attach to flexible wand to clean hard to

reach places.
7. Press to detach main unit for lightweight,

portable use.
8. Flex neck technology provides the ultimate

in vacuuming manoeuvability and control.
9. Adjust the brush height for precision cleanning.
10. Indicates brush height for best results.
11. Disengage roller brush for delicate areas.
12. Bag full indicator.
13. Rubber cap prevents slipping during storage.
14. 175 watt powerhead included for easy

power assisted vacuumig.
15. Hook holds powercord for storage and

rotates for easy release.
16. 9.5m powercord provides increased

flexibility and vacuuming range.
17. Use flexibile wand for attachments.
18. Only 15cm high when flat to the floor.

Cleaning under the lounge and bed has never
been easier.

19. Rubber wheels / bumper protect floors.
20. Foot pedal allows swivel movement.
21. Release trapped objects easily without the

need for tools or complicated dismantling.
22. Adjustable wheel changes to alter brush height.
23. Durable roller brush ensures long life.
24. Access brush for simple maintenance.
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